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For n 8, the X, Y, C and D are Cayley numbers. On putting
X c, Y d, C x and D y, we can see immediately that the

projection (4.9') and the coordinate functions (4.10') and (4.11') are exactly
those of the linear bundle constructed by N. Steenrod in [5, pp. 109-110].

Therefore, this linear bundle Fè of Steenrod and the linear bundle <9C£?8 in
Theorem 4.2 are two slightly different representations of the same bundle.

5. Comparison of our bundles with the Hopf-Steenrod bundles

In § 3, we constructed the sphere bundles

Jn (S2n~\<ï)n,K,S"-\Gn), n 2,4,8,

with fibers lying on mutually isoclinic n-planes in R2n. In § 4, we gave a

unified treatment of the classical Hopf-Steenrod sphere bundles

xe<fn (S2n_1, Sn, p, Sn~\ 0(n)), n 2, 4, 8

using, as N. Steenrod did, the Hopf map and the hypercomplex systems of

complex numbers, quaternions and Cayley numbers. In this section we shall

prove that (i) the Hopf fibering S2n_1 -a Sn and our maximal set of mutually
isoclinic n-planes in R2n are equivalent concepts (Theorems 5.1 and 5.2),

and (ii) the representative coordinate bundles constructed in § 3 and § 4

for the bundles Jn and are topologically essentially the same

(Theorem 5.3). For convenience, the theorems will be stated and proofs

given for the case n 8 only. Similar theorems hold for the cases

n 2, 4, and their proofs follow the same line and are simpler.

Theorem 5.1. For n 8, let us identify the space Q8 of Cayley
numbers with R8 by regarding the Cayley number

X (xi + x2i + x2j + x4.k, x5Fx6i-\-x1jFxsk)

as the point in R8 with rectangular coordinates (xl5..., x8), and the space

Qs x 08 °f ordered pairs of Cayley numbers with R8 x R8 R16 by

regarding the ordered pair

(.X, Y) EE ((Xi + x2i + Xjj + xfk x5 + x6z" + x7j + x8fc),

(x9 + x10i + x1L/ + x12/c, xl3 + x14i + x15j + x16k))

as the point in R16 with rectangular coordinates (xx,..., x8 ; x9,..., x16).

Then, written in terms of x \^x1 x8] and y [x9 x16],
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(i) the equation X 0 becomes x 0 ;

(ii) the equation Y CX becomes y xB(X), where B(X) is the

8x8 matrix in Theorem 1.6 (Hi) and X (X0, X1,..., X7) is related to
C by

Proof. Since (i) is obvious, we shall prove (ii) only. Let X (p, q),

Y — (r, 5) and C (a, b). Then the equation Y CX is

(xg + Xioi + x^+x^k, x13 + x14i + x15/ + x16fc)

— (Xq -b Xp -b X2j L X3/< X4 + X5z + Xßj -1- X7k)

x (xx + x2i + Xij + x4k xf + x6z + x7y+ x8X)

((^0 Y ^1* Y X2j + X3k) (x-l + x2i + X3j + x4/c)

(-V5 x^i x7j x8k) (X4 + X5i + Xçj + X7k),

(x5 + x6i + x7j + x8k) (X0 + Xxi + XJ + X3k)

+ (X4 + X5i-yX6j-yX7k) {x1—x2i — x3j — xAk))

— ((X0xt Xjx2 X2x3 X3X4) (x5X4 + x6X5 + x7X6 + x8X7)
+ (X0x2 + X1x1 + X2x4 X3x3)i (x5X5 X5X4 — x7X7 -bx8X6)z
+ (X0x3-X1x4-\-X2x1 + X3x2)j - (x5X6 + x6X7 — M7X4 — x8X5)j
+ (X0X4 + X1x3 X2x2 + X3x1)k (•XsX-y — x6X6 + x7X5— x8X4)/c

(x5X0 — x6X1 — x7X2 — x8X3) + (X4x1 + X5x2 + X6x3 + X7x4)
+ (x5X1 + x6X0 + x7X3 — x8X2)z + — X4x2 + X5x1 — X6x4 + X7x3)z
+ (x5X2 x^X3 + x7X0 + x8X()j + X4x3 + X5X4 + X6xx—X7x2)j
+ (x5X3 -bx6X2 — x7X1 +x8X0)k + — X4X4 — X5x3 + X6x2 + X7x1)k),

which is easily seen to be equivalent to

(5.1) C — (Xq T X±iTXjjT X3k X4-hX5Z-f-X^/TX7X).

(r, 5) (a, b) (p, q) {ap-q*b, qa + bp*),

i.e.,

[x9...xi6] [Xi ...x8]

^0 Xi X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7

^1 Xo X3 — X2 X5 — X4 — X7 Xg
a

1 Xg X7 — X4 — X5

0 X7 — Xg X5 — X4

7 Xq Xj X2 X3

6 Xj Xo X3 X2

~ Xß X7 X4 — X5 — X2 X3 Xo — X]

— X7 Xß X5 X4 X3 X2 Xj Xq

i.e. to y » xß(X).
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An immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 1.6 (iii) is the

following

Theorem 5.2. The Hopf fibering S15 -> S8 and our maximal set of
mutually isoclinic 8-planes in R16 are equivalent concepts. More precisely,
under the identification of Q8 x Q8 with R16 described in Theorem 5.1,
the set of Q8-lines {X 0, Y CX} in Qs x Qs corresponds to the

maximal set <h8 of mutually isoclinic 8-planes {x 0, y xB(X)} in R16.

(In Appendix 2, we shall prove, by working directly with Cayley numbers,
that the g8-lines, regarded as 8-planes in R16, are mutually isoclinic 8-planes.)

We are now ready to prove our main

Theorem 5.3. The representative coordinate bundles constructed in § 4

and § 3 for the sphere bundles XTXT 8 and X8 are topologically essentially
the same, with only the group SO(8) in X8 replacing the group 0(8)
in XTX8.

Proof. We first identify the bundle space, fiber and base space in XTX8
with those in and then show that, under this identification, the

projection, coordinate functions and coordinate transformations in Xf6T8 correspond

to those in J> 8.

(a) The bundle spaces and the fibers.

The bundle space in XT9?8 is the unit sphere S,15:|X|2 + |7|2 1

in Q8 x g8, and that in J> 8 is the unit sphere S15 : xxT + yyT 1 in R16.

The fiber in XT8 is the unit sphere S1 : | X | 1 in Q8, and that in

X8 is the unit sphere S1 : ttT 1 in R8. Let us identify these two S15,s and

two S7's by identifying Q8 with R8 and g8 x Q8 with R16 R8 x R8

as in Theorem 5.1.

(b) The base spaces.

By definition, the base space in XTTf 8 is S8 Q8 u co covered by the

open sets

{ô8> S8\0{Qs\0) u co}

with the Cayley numbers and oo serving as coordinates. On the other hand,
the base space in X8 is >8 covered by the open sets

{<I>8\0-\ <t>8\0}
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such that an 8-plane y xB(X) in O^O1 has the coordinate X and an

8-plane x - yB(p)T in >8\0 has the coordinate p.

Now Qg u oo can be regarded as the image of the unit sphere S8 in

R9 under the stereographic projection from the north pole of S8 onto

the equator 8-plane, and (by Theorem 2.3) there is a homeomorphism from

(3>8 to S8 which sends the 8-plane y xB(X) in <ï>8 to the point of S

whose stereographic projection is the point X on the equator 8-plane.

Therefore, we can identify Qg u oo with 08 by means of a homeomorphism

defined as follows.

Let A : Qg -> be the map which sends the point

C (7,Q T X±i + X^ ~f~ i X^-\-X5i-\-X^j-\-X7k)

in Qg to the 8-plane y - xB(X) in ®8\Ol with coordinate

X (^o, • • *5 L?),

and ;2- S8\0 (Q8\0) uoo-> 08\O the map which sends the point

C (p0 + ILX+Bz/+ +

in Qg\0 a Ss\0 to the 8-plane x yB(p)T in #8\0 with coordinate

P (PO ' Bl 5 iL) 5

and the point 00 g S8\0 to the 8-plane O1 : x 0 in <D8\0 with coordinate

p 0. Then it follows easily from Theorem 2.3 and its proof that the map

7\ u 72, is a homeomorphism from the base space S8 - Qg u 00 in Xf 8

to the base space ®8 in J>8.

Let us identify these two base spaces by means of the homeomorphism

h v j2.

(c) The projections.

We now prove that, under the identification defined in (a) and (b)

above, the projection p in 2tfXfg coincides with the projection 71 in J>8.

Suppose that P is a point of S15 lying on the ß8-line Y CX. Then
p(P) C e Qg a S8. Now by Theorem 5.1, this point P lies on the 8-plane

y xB(X) in R16, where X (X0,X1,..., X7) is related to C by (5.1). Therefore,
under the identification of S8 and <D8 defined in (b), p(P) n(P). Suppose
now that P is a point of S15 lying on the ß8-line X 0. Then p(P) 00 g S8.

By Theorem 5.1, this point P lies on the 8-plane O1:* 0 in R16.

Therefore, n(P) is the 8-plane O1 in <D8. Since the point 00 g S8 corresponds
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to the 8-plane O1 in <f>8 under the identification defined in (b), p(P) n(P).
Hence our proof that p and tu coincide is complete.

(d) The coordinate functions.

Consider first the coordinate functions

tfiösx S7 p~\Qs) and ^:^s\Ox) x S7 ->

in and ,/g, given by (4.2) and (3.1) respectively. Suppose that under
the identification defined in (b) and (a), the element (C, D) e Qs x S7

corresponds to the element (X, t) e (08\0) x S7. Then C and X are related by

(5.1) C (Xq + X±i + X2j + X2k T ^5i 4- + ?l7/c)

and D and t by

(5.2) D (t1 + t2i + t2j + tàk t5-R6i + t7; + t8/c).

Now since D e S7 a Q8 and t e S7 a R8, we have | D | 1 and ttT 1,

and, by Theorem 5.1, the product CD corresponds to tB(X). Therefore,

|C|2 - I C I
2

I D I
2

I CD I2 - tB(X) (tB{X))T GB(X)B(A,)r£r N(X),

and

v|/x(C, D) p
' £ 1= corresponds to 4>i(>C t) |

^

V1 + ici2 yi +

Next, consider the coordinate functions

v|/2: (S8\0) x S7 ^ p'\S8\0) and c|>2: (08\0) x S7 ^ n-\<S>s\0)

in and */8, given by (4.3) and (3.2) respectively. Suppose that under
the identification defined in (b) and (a), the element (C, D) g (S8\0) x S7

corresponds to the element (p, t') g (<D8\0) x S7. Then, C and p are related by

(5.3) C - (p0 + p1i + p27>p3/c, p4 + p5i + pJ + p7/c)/iV(p),

and D and t' by

(5.4) D t'2i-\-t'2jt'^k 15 4-f5 i 4*17j 4-1 g/c).

Since (5.3) implies that | C |
2 N(p)-1, (5.3) is equivalent to

(5.3') C"1 C*/|C|2 (|x0 —M-ii —M-2/" —(j.3Ac -|x4-n5i-n6j-n7fc).

Therefore, by Theorem 5.1, C~1D corresponds to

^ ••• ^7^7) t'B(p)r.
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Hence, it follows from the above that

fC_1D D)
\|/2(C, D) corresponds to c|>2(|i, 0 -

yi + vi c 12 yr+Mn)
To complete the proof that \|/2 and <|)2 correspond, we need only observe

that under the identification defined in (a) and (b), the point go g 58\0

corresponds to the 8-plane O1 : x 0 in an<^ the point

\[/2(go, D) (O, D) e p~ 1(S8\0)

of S15 coincides with the point

<t>2(0, f) « (O, t') G TC'HOgXO)

(e) The coordinate transformations and the bundle groups.

Suppose that in #C9?8, C is any point in the intersection Q8 n (S8\0)

Q8\0 of the two coordinate neighborhoods in the base space 58, and

D g Q8 with I D I 1 is a variable point of the fiber S1. Then the coordinate

transformations in the fiber S1 are D CD/\ C \ (cf. proof of Theorem 4.1).

Now let X be the point in the intersection (OgXO1) n (®8\0) OgXjO1, O}
of two coordinate neighborhoods in the base space ®8 in J>8 corresponding
to the point C under the identification defined in (b) above, and t g R8 with
ttT 1 the point of the fiber S1 in J>8 corresponding to the point D

under the identification defined in (a). Then C and X are related by (5.1),

and D and t are related by (5.2). Since (5.1) implies that | C|2 N(X)
and since by Theorem 5.1. CD corresponds to tB(X), the coordinate transformations

D CD/1 C I in JfXf8 correspond to the coordinate transformations
t -> tB{X)/N(X)112 in J8.

Since the bundle group of a coordinate bundle may be taken as the

group generated by the coordinate transformations in the fiber, or any
effective transformation group of the fiber containing this group, it follows
from the above that the bundle groups in #CSf8 and J8 are the same.
Now, the bundle group in 2tfXf8 as originally given by N. Steenrod is

0(8) ; whereas, we have shown in § 3 that the bundle group in J8 is
G8 50(8) and, moreover, it cannot be replaced by any smaller subgroup
of 50(8).

The proof of Theorem 5.3 is now complete.
Let us now consider the cases n — 2 and 4. By using the results

similar to those in Theorem 5.1 for the case n 8, we can prove, as in
(e) above, that the coordinate transformations D CD/| C | in
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correspond to the coordinate transformations t tB(X)/N(k)1/2 in J> where

B(X) are the matrices given in (1.7) in Theorem 1.6. By Theorem 2.5,

the elements B(X)/N(X)112 of SO(4) form a subgroup isomorphic with S3.

Therefore, the bundle group 0(4) in <9% can be replaced by S3. Similarly,
the bundle group 0(2) in can be replaced by S1. With these

observations, we can now prove the following theorem by proceeding as in
the proof of Theorem 5.3.

Theorem 5.4. The representative coordinate bundles constructed in § 4 for
the sphere bundles XTXT 2 and with bundle groups S1 and S3

respectively, are topologically the same as the representative coordinate bundles

constructed in § 3 for the sphere bundles J2 an& <$4 > respectively.

Finally, we remark that representative coordinate bundles of the bundles

STSTn in Theorem 4.2 are topologically essentially the same as the
representative coordinate bundles of the bundles JSTn in Theorem 3.2.

Appendix 1. The Cayley numbers

The Cayley numbers, denoted by X, Y, Z, W, etc. are ordered pairs
(q1, q2) of quaternions subject to the rules and having the properties listed

below. The set of all Cayley numbers, therefore, forms a (non-commutative
and non-associative) real division algebra. No proof of the properties will be

given as they can all be checked by direct computations.

(1) The addition is defined by

(.11,12) +(h+i'i, Qz+q'z)-

The zero is 0 (0, 0).

(2) The multiplication is defined by

(4I>42)(4'I,4 2) (4i4'I-4

where q'*, q'* are respectively the conjugates of (the quaternions) q\^q'2-
The (two-sided) unit is 1 (1,0).

(3) Multiplication is

(i) distributive with respect to addition, i.e.,

(X+Y)W XW + YW, W(X+Y) WX + WY ;
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